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Abstract. The paper presents an approach to multimodal image regis-
tration. The method is developed for aligning infrared (IR) and visual
(RGB) images of facades. It is based on mapping clouds of points ex-
tracted by a corner detector applied to both images. The experiments
show that corners are suitable features for our application. In the align-
ment process a number of transformation hypotheses is generated and
evaluated. The evaluation is performed by measuring similarity between
the RGB corners and the transformed corners from IR image. Directed
partial Hausdorff distance is used as a robust similarity measure. The
implemented system has been tested on various IR-RGB pairs of images
of buildings. The results show that the method can be used for image
registration, but also expose some typical problems.

1 Introduction

Registration is a fundamental problem in computer vision. The main task is
to align two images taken at different times, from different viewpoints, or by
different sensors. There are several comprehensive reviews of the subject [1,2].

When developing an image registration algorithm, several key issues have to
be addressed:

– appropriate image transformation class for aligning one image to another;
– features to be used as landmarks guiding the registration procedure;
– strategy for hypothesis generation;
– similarity measure used for hypothesis evaluation.

In the case of multisensor registration, the images to be aligned are not neces-
sarily similar, so that appearance-based or correlation-based registration meth-
ods cannot be used. It is necessary to use features that are stable with respect to
sensor, i.e., the same physical artifact produces features in both images. Usual
features used for multisensor registration are edges, line segments [3], or virtual
line intersections [4,5]. Corners can also be used, but it seems that they are
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not very popular due to their sensitivity to scale, skew, rotation, illumination
changes, etc. [4].

This work is aimed to aligning infrared (IR) and visual (RGB) images of
facades in an application for thermal isolation inspection. Experiments with
various features extracted from IR and RGB images of buildings have shown
that corners have the desired property of being stable in both images, due to the
typical scene structure containing windows, doors, balconies, and similar rect-
angular areas (Fig. 1). As a typical scene contains mostly planar surfaces and
both images (IR and RGB) are taken from approximately the same position and
frontally to the facade, a simple similarity transform can be used for aligning
the images. The strategy for hypothesis generation is based on establishing cor-
respondences between pairs of corners from IR image and corner pairs in RGB
image. Each hypothesis is evaluated by computing the corresponding similarity
measure based on partial Hausdorff distance [6] between the transformed corners
from IR image and the corners in RGB image. This similarity measure is not
based on the correlation between the detected corners’ neighbourhoods [7], but
on the constellation of the corner positions.

Fig. 1. A typical RGB-IR image pair

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The specific assumptions of
the proposed approach to the multi-sensor image registration are described in
Section 2. In Section 3 the registration procedure is presented, together with
some implementation details. Section 4 presents and discusses the results of
applying the implemented method. Some concluding remarks and a discussion
of future research are given in Section 5.

2 Registration Assumptions

The proposed registration algorithm is tailored to the registration of IR and RGB
images of facades. The nature of the application enables us to impose several
constraints and simplify the algorithm design.

The first constraint is due to the fact that the images are usually taken
frontally to the facade and the photographer tries to take the pictures of the
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same part of the building. Since both images are taken from viewpoints that
are not far apart, the general transform for registration of planar scenes (pla-
nar homography) can be approximated by much simpler similarity transform.
The transformation is defined by four parameters: scaling (s), rotation (α), and
translation (tx, ty):

[
xRGB

yRGB

]
= s ·

[
cosα − sin α
sin α cosα

]
·
[

xIR

yIR

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
. (1)

Assuming that the geometric transformation between the two images is global,
two pairs of corresponding points are enough to compute the transformation pa-
rameters. As the structure of the images is such that it promotes corners in both
the IR and RGB images, hypotheses are generated based on points obtained by a
corner detector. The hypothesis generation procedure is discussed in Sec. 3.

Two corner detectors were tried out: SUSAN [8] and Harris [9]. In the con-
ducted experiments, Harris corner detector has given significantly better results.
That is consistent with [10]. An example of corners detected by Harris corner
detector is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Corners detected in IR (left) and RGB (right) images by using Harris corner
detector

The Harris corner detector [9] determines the matrix C describing the inten-
sity structure of the local neighborhood W for each image pixel (Eq. 2):

C =
[ ∑

W (Ix(x, y))2
∑

W (Ix(x, y) · Iy(x, y))∑
W (Ix(x, y) · Iy(x, y))

∑
W (Iy(x, y))2

]
, (2)

where Ix(x, y) = ∂I(x, y)/∂x and Iy(x, y) = ∂I(x, y)/∂y. The detector output
(corner “strength”) is computed as s = det (C)−κ · trace2(C). Local maxima of
these corner “strengths” indicate potential corner positions. In the experiments
the parameter κ was set to 0.04. In order to prune the list of corners, local
maxima having s < 0.01·smax were filtered out, where smax denotes the strength
of the global maximum. Since the IR images had significantly lower contrast
than the RGB images, the contrast of IR images was enhanced by histogram
equalization.
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3 Hypothesis Generation and Evaluation

In order to compute the four transformation parameters (s, α , tx, ty), a pair
of points in the IR image and the corresponding pair of points in the RGB
image must be known, providing a set of four equations. If the two corner points
in the IR image are denoted by A1(xA1, yA1) and A2(xA2, yA2), and the two
corresponding corner points in the RGB image by B1(xB1, yB1) and B2(xB2,
yB2) (where point B1 in the RGB image corresponds to the point A1 in the IR
image, and point B2 corresponds to the point A2), we get the following set of
equations:

xB1 = s · (cos α · xA1 − sin α · yA1) + tx,
yB1 = s · (sin α · xA1 + cosα · yA1) + ty,
xB2 = s · (cos α · xA2 − sin α · yA2) + tx,
yB2 = s · (sin α · xA2 + cosα · yA2) + ty.

(3)

By solving the above set of equations, the parameters of the transformation
can be found as:

α = arctg
(

ΔxA · ΔyB − ΔxB · ΔyA

ΔyA · ΔyB + ΔxB · ΔxA

)
,

s =
ΔxB

cosα · ΔxA − sin α · ΔyA
,

tx = xB1 − s · (cosα · xA1 − sin α · yA1),

ty = yB1 − s · (sin α · xA1 + cosα · yA1),

(4)

where ΔxA = xA2 − xA1, ΔyA = yA2 − yA1, ΔxB = xB2 − xB1, and ΔyB =
yB2 − yB1.

The basic idea is to use all combinations of corner pairs from IR and RGB
image as match hypotheses. For each match hypothesis, parameters of similar-
ity transform are calculated according to equations (4), and each hypothesis is
evaluated according to the criterion described later in this section. The trans-
formation obtaining the best similarity measure is then selected as the final
solution.

However, the described simple scenario has an obvious drawback: if all com-
binations of corner pairs were used, a very large number of hypotheses would be
generated and evaluated. Many of those hypotheses are obviously false, which
results in an unacceptably large computational load. Therefore, to achieve better
computational times, the number of generated hypotheses has to be significantly
reduced. Two strategies to reduce the number of hypotheses were employed.

First, because the images were taken from approximately the same viewpoint,
the corresponding corners in the IR and RGB image should not be too far away
from each other. Therefore, if the corner A1 is selected in the IR image, not all of
the RGB corners are considered as its potential matching corners, but only those
within a circular area of radius R (R = 50 pixels was used in the experiments)
around the RGB point A′

1 with the same coordinates as A1 (Fig. 3).
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The second strategy is based on the fact that, due to the noise and imperfect-
ness of corner detectors, the positions of the detected corners are often imprecise.
This imprecision is usually not greater than a few pixels. However, if two rela-
tively close corner points from the same image are used for hypothesis generation,
the parameters of the resulting hypothesis can be significantly distorted due to
such imprecision in corner positions (for example, the length and inclination of
a very short line vary significantly with small displacement of its end points, re-
sulting in a significant variation of transformation parameters s and α). In order
to avoid this problem and to further reduce the number of generated hypotheses,
not all pairs of corners in one image are considered to generate a hypothesis, but
only those pairs that are at least d pixels away form each other (d = 50 pixels
was used in the experiments) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Reducing the number of hypotheses

To evaluate a hypothesis, all corner points from the IR image are transformed
with a hypothesized transformation and a similarity measure between the trans-
formed points and the corner points in RGB image is computed. In multimodal
images, a lot of outliers (i.e. feature points that are present only in one but not
in another image) can be present. Therefore, the similarity measure has to be
robust in order to reduce negative impact of these outliers. A well-known robust
measure of similarity called directed partial Hausdorff distance [6,11] was used.
In order to determine the directed partial Hausdorff distance between two sets of
points, for each point in one set (A), the nearest point in other set (B) has to be
found and the Euclidian distance between these two points has to be calculated.
The partial Hausdorff distance Hk can be defined as the k-th smallest distance
in the set of distances:

Hk(A, B) = Kth
a∈A min

b∈B
dist(a, b), (5)

where Kth is an operator returning the k-th smallest element of the set [11].
The parameter k can also be expressed in terms of quantile – percentage of total
number of points in the set.

Usually, the median distance is used, i.e., k is set to 50% of the number of
points in the set A, assuming that there is no more than 50% of outliers in
the set A (i.e., corners in the IR image). The number of outliers in the set B
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(i.e. corners in the RGB image) can be greater than 50% without degrading the
method performance.

In order to reduce the computational complexity of calculating Hausdorff
distance for each hypothesis to be evaluated, the distance transform is used [6].
The distance transform is applied to the image containing the corners detected
in the RGB image. The result is a gray-level image expressing for every pixel the
distance to its nearest RGB corner. The transformation is computed only once
for each image pair to be registered and can be used to determine the partial
Hausdorff distance efficiently.

4 Experimental Results and Evaluation

The method was evaluated on an image database containing 40 pairs of IR and
RGB images of facades taken roughly from the same viewpoint and under similar
viewing angle. Despite the effort to maximize the overlap between the images of
each pair, later analysis had shown that it was much worse than expected. The
IR images have the resolution 320× 240 and the RGB images were scaled to the
same resolution.

The first evaluation was based on (subjective) visual inspection of synthetic
images composed of edges found in the IR images and the corresponding RGB
images. The IR edges detected by an edge detector [12] were mapped to the
RGB image by the transformation found by the registration algorithm (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Subjective evaluation of the registration. The rightmost images are obtained
by laying the edges from IR images (leftmost) over the RGB images (middle).

The registration result was subjectively evaluated either as success or failure.
In total, 34 out of 40 test pairs were successfully registered by proposed method.
It is worth mentioning that no parameter tuning was necessary except for three
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of those image pairs. The only parameter is the percentage of point distances
used for partial Hausdorff distance computation. It is by default set to 50%,
but the method is successful over large variations of the parameter. For images
with a large number of outliers the results improve by setting the parameter to
30%. However, six test image pairs could not be correctly registered even under
extensive parameter tuning. Analysis of the detected corners in both images
have shown that the reason for the failure was the large number of outliers –
different corners appearing in the images (e.g., graffiti produce many corners
in RGB image and none in the corresponding IR image; a tree in front of the
building produces many unstable corners that overwhelm the “useful” corners
corresponding to building artifacts – Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. An example of very problematic image. The corners in IR (left) and RGB
(middle) images are also shown. The ”registration” is obviously worthless.

Inspired by [13], we tried to gain insight into distribution of hypotheses by
clustering hypotheses for “problematic” image pairs. Each hypothesis is repre-
sented by a vector of similarity transform parameters. Two approaches were
taken: representation of hypotheses distribution by a histogram, and clustering
hypotheses using mean-shift algorithm [14]. Unfortunately, the results were dis-
appointing. In fact, the image pairs for which the hypotheses formed significant
clusters were also successfully registered by the previously described method. On
the contrary, the hypotheses generated by “problematic” image pairs don’t tend
to form distinct clusters. Moreover, it turned out that some of the successfully
registered image pairs didn’t generate clustered hypotheses. Therefore, we were
eager to get some insight about the quality of the generated hypotheses. Also, an
objective evaluation of transform quality was needed. In order to compare and
evaluate the hypotheses, a rough approximation of ground truth information was
prepared by manually marking 10 pairs of corresponding points for each image
pair.

For each image pair the registration algorithm has been executed and every
generated hypothesis has been recorded. Each record contained the transfor-
mation parameters and the values of partial Hausdorff distances with various
quantiles (10 − 90% in the increments of 10%). Then, each hypothesis has been
evaluated by measuring the average distance of ground truth corners from IR im-
age, transformed by the hypothesized parameters, to the corresponding (ground
truth) RGB corners. This measure will be denoted by DGT – distance to the
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Fig. 6. (a–c) DGT graphs showing the sorted Hausdorff distances (HD) and the cor-
responding distances to the ground truth (DGT). (d) Scatter diagram of HD vs. DGT
distances for the generated hypotheses.

ground truth. The smaller the DGT distance, the better the transformation. All
hypotheses can be sorted by their Hausdorff distances (for a given quantile) and
their corresponding DGT can be plotted. It is interesting that just by analyzing
those graphs the success of the registration can be infered. The successfully reg-
istered image pairs have one or more best ranked hypotheses with small DGT
(Fig. 6a). If the best ranked hypothesis has a large DGT, obviously the registra-
tion procedure will fail (Fig. 6b). On the other hand, if there are many highly
ranked hypotheses with small DGT, a clustering approach could filter out the
possibly best ranked false hypotheses. Also, the graphs revealed some image pairs
that were successfully registered due to the luck of the draw. Their graphs show
that there are some generated hypotheses that are completely wrong (have large
DGT) while having almost equally small Hausdorff distance (HD) as the best
ranked one (Fig. 6c). The same data can be plotted as scatter diagram showing
the generated hypotheses as points with coordinates (HD, DGT). Image pairs
with scatter diagrams similar to the one shown in Fig. 6d are easily registered
by described method because the hypotheses with small HD have small DGT
(the points close to the graph origin) and the hypotheses with large DGT have
large HD.

However, the diagram shown in Fig. 7a reveals that although there are many
hypotheses with small HD and DGT values, many misleading hypotheses are
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also generated (the points with small HD and large DGT). Those hypotheses
have good Hausdorff measure although they are far away from the ground truth.
Closer analysis of the corresponding image pair shows that the reason is its peri-
odic structure (the windows from IR image can be registered with the windows
in RGB image using two different horizontal translations, but only one is con-
sidered as correct – Fig. 7b). Subjective evaluation of the result considers both
registrations as correct. Even humans have problems with such registration and
can resolve the ambiguity only by identifying some details that can be recognized
in both (multisensor) images (e.g., a broken window) – i.e., by using higher level
knowledge.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Scatter diagram for image pair with periodic structure. (b) The correspond-
ing registered image.

In spite of previously discussed problems, the method has proven to be robust
and reliable because in most cases (85%), the correct registration was obtained.
The method is also relatively fast, although it depends on the number of de-
tected corners, i.e. the number of generated hypotheses. Typical time required
for registration of an image pair is about one second on a computer running at
1.8 GHz, with 512 MB RAM.

5 Conclusion

A simple yet effective method for infrared-visual image registration has been
presented. It has been applied for aligning IR images of facades to the corre-
sponding RGB images taken from similar viewpoint. It is intended to be a part
of a system for thermal isolation inspection.

The advantage of the proposed method is that it uses small number of param-
eters and with same parameter setting performs well on wide range of images.
The only parameter whose change influenced the results was quantile percentage.
Future work would include automatic determination of quantile percentage from
Euclidean distances of transformed points. We presume another major source of
misregistration is insufficient characterization of corner points. Corners could be
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additionally characterized e.g., using cornerity measure and corner orientation
which can be calculated from matrix (2). Other usual approaches to corner char-
acterization through corner neigborhood could fail due to different modalities of
neighborhoods. The method assumes simple global similarity transformation be-
tween the images. Although this assumption does not always hold, the results
show that it can be used for obtaining rough alignment of the images. Residual
DGT could be made smaller using better geometric models of image transforma-
tion, e.g., refining similarity transform to affine transform or planar homography.
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